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During social interactions people automatically apply stereotypes in order to rapidly categorize others.
Racial differences are among the most powerful cues that drive these categorizations and modulate our
emotional and cognitive reactivity to others. We investigated whether implicit racial bias may also shape
hand kinematics during the execution of realistic joint actions with virtual in- and out-group partners.
Caucasian participants were required to perform synchronous imitative or complementary reach-to-grasp
movements with avatars that had different skin color (white and black) but showed identical action
kinematics. Results demonstrate that stronger visuo-motor interference (indexed here as hand kinematics
differences between complementary and imitative actions) emerged: i) when participants were required to
predict the partner’s action goal in order to on-line adapt their own movements accordingly; ii) during
interactions with the in-group partner, indicating the partner’s racial membership modulates interactive
behaviors. Importantly, the in-group/out-group effect positively correlated with the implicit racial bias of
each participant. Thus visuo-motor interference during joint action, likely reflecting predictive embodied
simulation of the partner’s movements, is affected by cultural inter-individual differences.

A
s the racial composition of the population changes, intergroup interactions are increasingly common.
Social neuroscience is beginning to unravel the ways in which inter-individual differences and cultural
factors shape neural and behavioural responses in realistic social contexts1. Although implicit in-group

preferences may emerge in early childhood2, and affect social categorization and evaluations even when processed
subliminally3–6, little is known about whether racial bias may also change individuals’ behaviour during face-to-
face motor interactions.

At a neural level, recent findings show that even basic forms of neurophysiological responses to interpersonal
situations such as those typically attributed to simulative mechanisms supported by the activation of the so-called
fronto-parietal ‘‘mirror system’’7 are modulated by high-level cognitive and cultural influences. In particular,
racial bias induced by the color of the skin of a model may modulate sensorimotor mirroring of observed neutral
actions and emotive states8–10 as well as the empathic sensorimotor and affective mapping of observed painful
stimulation11–12. Moreover, ethnic categorization modulates neural activations in the human putative ‘‘mirror
system’’ during intention understanding13 and imitation14 (but see also ref. 15). Finally, bodily illusions5–6 and
social attention, as indexed by gaze-mediated orienting16, may be influenced by group membership.

Thus, the seemingly automatic tendency to simulate others’ sensorimotor states might be reduced when people
classify other individuals as ‘‘out-group’’ members. Tellingly, modulation of embodied resonance induced by in-
group bias occurs as a function of culturally driven racial prejudices17 as it is more prominent in high-prejudice
participants and might even disappear in unbiased ones10–12.

No study has so far tested whether group bias also modulates face-to-face motor interactions that require
individuals to mutually adjust their movements on-line. Studying such situations is crucial for understanding the
impact of group bias on action prediction and sensorimotor simulation mechanisms as indirectly indexed by
actual movement parameters. Indeed, during joint actions co-agents are required to coordinate with each other
without a direct access to the partner’s motor plan. Thus, on-line interpersonal coordination necessarily relies on
predictions about when a partner will act and what he/she is going to do based on the observation of the behaviour
of the other18–19. Studies suggest that such predictions might be supported by the recruitment of anticipatory
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simulative fronto-parietal mechanisms20–22 which also underlie the
on-line monitoring of other’s movements23–24. Importantly, when
visual information on the partner’s movement is available, ‘‘visuo-
motor interference’’25 between self-executed actions and those
observed in the partner might also occur. Visuo-motor interference
is considered an indirect index of sensorimotor simulation26 that, as
shown by previous studies8–12, may be directly influenced by group
bias. We hypothesize that: i) group bias modulations of visuo-motor
interference effects are more evident under conditions where sensor-
imotor simulations are essential to predict the goal of the others’
movements compared to when this prediction is unnecessary to
one’s own action fulfillment; ii) these sensorimotor simulations are
captured in movement kinematics. Finding these results would sug-
gest that in-group/out-group modulation of sensorimotor simu-
lation in joint action is linked to action prediction.

Here we sought to determine whether movement kinematics and
individuals’ ability to coordinate with in-/out-group avatars during
realistic motor interactions are modulated by individuals’ racial bias.
To this aim, we asked a group of Caucasian participants to coordinate
their reach-to-grasp movements with in-group (Caucasian) or out-
group (African) virtual partners that embodied identical real human
kinematics. Participants were required to grasp a bottle-shaped
object via either a power or a precision grip by on-line adapting to
an avatar performing the same or a complementary movement in
front of them. Note that precision grip kinematics is sensitive to the
cognitive27–28 and social context in which actions are performed (e.g.
the partner’s cooperative or competitive intention29–31; see also ref. 32
for a review). This higher sensitivity is possibly due to the complex
cortical organization needed to control the execution of precision
grip movements with respect to power grip ones33,34 (see also refs. 35–
36 for a review). The task included two interactive conditions requir-
ing participants to either adapt only the timing of their movements in
order to synchronize with the avatar (Synchronization, Syn) or to
synchronize plus on-line select their action goal according to the
avatar’s movement, in terms of to-be-grasped object part and con-
sequent hand configuration (Joint Action, JA). In JA, participants
were not directly informed about which part of the bottle-shaped
object they had to grasp (i.e. the upper part with a precision grip or
the lower part with a power grip) but were required to perform either
imitative (i.e. congruent, precision-precision or power-power grip)
or complementary actions (i.e. incongruent precision-power grip, or
vice-versa) with respect to the avatar’s ones.

We specifically aimed to investigate whether: 1) previous findings
on the in-group/out-group modulation of sensorimotor simulation
evoked by the observation of others’ sensorimotor states might be
also measured in the kinematics of face-to-face interactions (as
indexed by visuo-motor interference effects); 2) these modulations
are unspecific or selectively linked to predictions of others’ action
goals. These questions were operationalized as follows. On the one
hand, the comparison between complementary and imitative inter-
actions would indicate the emergence of visuo-motor interference:
indeed, while in imitative actions self-executed movements and those
observed in the partner are congruent (and are thus characterized
by similar kinematic features), during complementary actions self-
executed movements are incongruent with those observed in the
partner. Thus, in complementary conditions involuntary simulation
of the observed action (manifesting as visuo-motor inference) can be
indexed by higher similarity between the executed action and the
incongruent one performed by the virtual partner. One may even
suggest that any variation in kinematics between imitative and com-
plementary actions which goes in the direction of making the parti-
cipant’s movement features more similar to the partner’s one is due
to the involuntary simulation of the partner’s movements. On the
other hand, the comparison between interactions based on predic-
tion of action timing and goal (JA condition) and prediction of action
timing only (Syn condition) would capture the impact on partici-

pants’ motor behaviour of predictions regarding others’ action goals
(namely, the impact of the need to predict not only the instant at
which the avatar grasped the bottle but also the grasped object part,
i.e. its action goal). Thus, we expected racial bias would modulate
visuo-motor interference - as indexed by the comparisons between
complementary and imitative action kinematics - when participants
are required to predict the partner’s action goal in order to adapt to it
(i.e. in JA). This modulation might be more likely to emerge during
precision grips as this movement is sensitive to high-level cognitive
manipulations27–28. The analysis of kinematics allowed us to: i) mon-
itor participants’ behaviour during the interaction and verify they
were on-line adapting to the avatar’s movements, thus validating
human-avatar interactions as reliable set-ups to simulate human-
human joint actions in a controlled environment; ii) measure
visuo-motor interference effects through direct investigation of
motor behaviour, thus expanding influential studies37–39 based on
inferences derived from the analysis of response times.

Methods
Participants. Fourteen Caucasian participants (9 males, average age 23 6 2.96
standard deviations) took part in the experiment. The experimental protocol was
approved by the ethics committee of the Fondazione Santa Lucia and was carried out
in accordance with the ethical standards of the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki. All
participants were right-handed as confirmed by the Standard Handedness
Inventory40, reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were naive as to the
purpose of the experiment; they gave their written informed consent to take part in
the study, received reimbursement for their participation and were debriefed on the
purpose of the experiment at the end of the experimental procedure. Anonymized
data is available upon individual request and in accordance with the local ethical
committee’s guidelines.

Stimuli and apparatus. Participants were comfortably seated in front of a rectangular
120 3 100 cm table watching a 1024 3 768 resolution LCD monitor placed 60 cm
from their eyes (see Figure 1, panel b). They had to reach-and-grasp two pairs of touch
sensitive copper plates placed at 15 cm (lower location) and 23 cm (higher location)
on a bottle-shaped object located 5 cm right from the midline of the working surface,
45 cm away from the participants. The bottle-shaped object (30 cm total height) was
constituted by two superimposed cylinders with different diameters (small, 2.5 cm;
large, 7.0 cm). Given the object dimension, grasping the lower location would imply
performing a power grip while grasping the higher location would imply a precision
grip. Before each trial, participants positioned their right hand on a starting button
placed at a distance of 40 cm from the bottle-shaped object and 10 cm on the right of
the midline, with the index finger and the thumb gently opposed (Figure 1, panel c).

Auditory instructions concerning the movement to be executed were delivered to
participants prior to each trial via headphones. They consisted of three sounds having
the same intensity (4 db) and duration (200 ms) but different frequency: i) ‘‘high-
pitched’’, 1479 Hz, ii) ‘‘low-pitched’’, 115.5 Hz, iii) ‘‘whistle’’, 787.5 Hz. Feedback
signals about participants’ performance were provided via a green/red LED placed
next to the left corner of the screen.

Infrared reflective markers (5 mm diameter) were attached to participants’ right
upper limb on the following points: i) thumb, ulnar side of the nail; and ii) index
finger, radial side of the nail, in order to monitor movement kinematics during the
task with a SMART-D motion capture system (Bioengineering Technology &
Systems [BjTjS]). The system consisted in four infrared cameras (sampling rate
100 Hz) with wide-angle lenses (placed about 100 cm away from each of the four
corners of the table) capturing the movement of the markers in 3D space. The
standard deviation of the reconstruction error was always lower than 0.5 mm for the
three axes.

The kinematics of the virtual partners was based on the reconstruction of the
movements of human participants performing grasping movements in the very same
experimental set-up of the present study (see Figure 1, panel a). Each clip showed only
the upper body of the avatar from the shoulders to hips, without the neck and the
head, and included the avatar’s bottle-shaped object. Both the in-group (Caucasian)
and the out-group (African) avatar performed the same 12 power and 12 precision
grips towards the bottle-shaped object. It is worth noting that the avatar exhibited
specific kinematics patterns reflecting precision and power grips. More specifically,
power vs. precision grips differed significantly both in terms of maximum grip
aperture (Power 181.53 6 30.76 mm vs. Precision 156.09 6 16.67 mm, p 5 .005) and
maximum height of the wrist (Power 224.05 6 36.79 mm vs. Precision 235.29 6
9.83 mm, p 5 .001, note that power grips correspond to grasping the bottle on a lower
location and precision grip on a higher location). Crucially, in 33% of the trials, the
video included an on-line correction, i.e. the avatar switched from a power to a
precision grip (or vice-versa) during the reaching phase. Precision and power grip
stimuli did not differ in terms of velocity both in corrections and no-corrections (p 5
.23, p 5 .49). Kinematics of the virtual partners were recorded using a Vicon MX
optical tracking system (Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford, UK) with 10 infrared light
emitting cameras. 3D positions of 37 passive reflecting markers, attached to the
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subject’s complete upper body (pelvis, chest, head, left and right arm, right hand) were
recorded with a spatial error below 1.5 mm and at a temporal resolution of 120 Hz.
Raw data were processed offline using commercial Vicon software and the final
processed trajectories were animated using commercial software (Autodesk, Motion
Builder).

Data was filtered using commercial computer graphics software (Motion builder,
3D Studio Max) that allowed us to avoid artefacts and to minimally distort the
appearance of the movement in the original motion capture data.

Procedure. The experiment was divided in three phases: i) the Implicit Association
Test (IAT), ii) the human-avatar motor interaction, and iii) the evaluation of the
avatars.

Implicit Association Test (IAT). Participants completed a computerized version of the
two-category skin-color IAT41–42 in order to evaluate their implicit race-related atti-
tude. The IAT provides a measure of the strength of the automatic association
between different concepts in memory. In particular, the skin-color IAT measures the
relative ease with which participants make associations between Caucasian and
African faces and the concepts of good and bad. Easier pairings (i.e. faster responses)
are interpreted as being more strongly associated in memory than more difficult
pairings (i.e. slower responses). For example, faster responses when white and pos-
itive (and black and negative) concepts are paired than when black and positive (and
white and negative) concepts are paired reflect a bias for positive associations with
white individuals and/or a bias for negative association with black individuals. In the
present study, in order to avoid any explicit reference to ethnic bias, the test was
introduced to participants as a test on the ‘‘velocity of learning associations between
visual and verbal stimuli’’. Data were analyzed using the improved IAT scoring
algorithm recommended by Greenwald et al.42, where D scores greater than zero
suggest the presence of implicit racial bias, which is instead considered to be absent
when D scores are equal to 0. Participants’ D-score ranged from 0.16 to 0.92 (m 5
0.59 6 0.3).

Instructions and human-avatar motor interaction. Participants were told they would
perform a motor task with two different partners whose kinematics had been prev-
iously recorded and transferred on different avatars. Written instructions specified
participants would watch clips showing an avatar performing reach-to-grasp move-
ments towards a bottle-shaped object; they were shown a (fake) picture of two
individuals – with covered eyes and a neutral facial expression - who resembled a
Caucasian (‘‘Luca’’) and African (‘‘Ibrahim’’) student who attended the university in
the city where participants lived (Rome); they were told that Ibrahim’s and Luca’s
movements had been implemented in the avatar in order to control for differences in
the body shape, but that they could recognize the two participants from the avatar’s
skin color (white for Luca and black for Ibrahim).

Participants were required to grasp the bottle-shaped object placed in front of them
as synchronously as possible with their virtual partner and perform complementary
or imitative movements with respect to that of the avatar in two interactive
conditions:

1) in Synchronization (Syn), a high-/low-pitched sound was delivered to signal
which part of the object they had to grasp (low-pitched meaning ‘‘grasp the
lower part’’ with a power grip, high-pitched meaning ‘‘grasp the upper part’’
with a precision grip). Thus, participants had to adapt the timing of their own

movements on the avatar’s one in order to achieve the best performance. Note
that in this condition instructions led participants to perform complementary/
imitative movements with respect to the avatar’s ones without any explicit
reference to this aspect of the interaction;

2) in Joint Action (JA), a whistle signaled participants to on-line adapt to the
partner’s movements. However no beforehand information on which part of
the bottle-shaped object they had to grasp (i.e. the upper part with a precision
grip or the lower part with a power grip) was provided. Also, participants were
required (in different sessions) to perform either imitative (i.e. congruent) or
complementary (i.e. incongruent) movements with respect to the avatar’s ones.
The Complementary/Imitative instruction was given at the beginning of each
session. Thus, in JA participants were required to on-line adapt to the avatar
both their action timing and goal.

The trial time-line was as follows. First, a fixation cross placed on the region of the
screen where the avatar’s hand would appear alerted participants about the
impending trial. Then, participants heard the auditory instruction (i.e. high/low-
pitched sound or whistle), and after 300 ms the clip started. Upon receiving the
auditory instruction participants could release the Start-button and reach-to-grasp
the object. In the case the participant started before hearing the instruction, the trial
was classified as a false-start and discarded from the analyses. At the end of each trial,
participants received a feedback (a green/red LED) about their performance (win/loss
trial). A win trial implied that participants followed their instructions and achieved
synchrony with the avatar in grasping the objects, i.e. when the time-delay between
participant’s and avatar’s index-thumb contact-times on their bottle fell within a
given time-window which was narrowed or enlarged on a trial by trial basis according
to a stair-case procedure. Namely, the time-window for considering synchronous a
given grasp became shorter as participants got better in the task and longer if they
failed in three consecutive trials; this procedure allowed tailoring the time-window to
assess synchrony on the specific skill of each participant. The avatar’s index-thumb
contact-times were measured trial-by-trial by a photodiode placed on the screen that
sent a TTL signal which was recorded by E-Prime2 software (Psychology Software
Tools Inc., Pittsburgh, PA). The photodiode was triggered by a black dot (not visible
to the participants) placed on the screen on the frame of the clip corresponding to the
moment at which the avatar grasped his virtual object. Previous to any recording of
the motor task, participants could listen to the auditory instructions as long as they
needed to achieve an errorless association of whistle/high-pitched/low-pitched
sounds with the correct instruction; no familiarization block was provided.

Participants performed three Complementary and three Imitative sessions
(counterbalanced between participants), each comprising 4 blocks of 24 trials each.
Each block comprised two mini-blocks of 12 Syn/JA trials (counterbalanced between
participants), where the type of grip (power/precision grip) that participants were
required to perform was randomized. The Complementary/Imitative instruction to
be followed during JA was given at the beginning of each session. Unbeknownst to the
participants, this instruction implied consistent imitative or complementary actions
also during Syn condition. Within each session, participants interacted both with the
in-group and out-group partner in different blocks (in-group/out-group block order
was counterbalanced between participants). To provide an example, a
Complementary session might be divided as follows: Complementary-Syn-Ingroup,
Complementary-JA-Ingroup, Complementary-Syn-Outgroup, Complementary-JA-
Outgroup. Thus, in each session participants watched twice the 24 clips depicting
actions performed by the in-group and twice the 24 clips depicting actions performed

Figure 1 | The figure illustrates (a) the steps followed to create the clips of the avatar’s movements; kinematics of the virtual partners were recorded
using a Vicon MX optical tracking system (Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford, UK) and the final processed trajectories were animated using
commercial software (Autodesk, Motion Builder); (b) the experimental set-up; (c) the position of the markers on participants’ thumb and index finger
of the right hand placed on the table in the starting position with thumb and index finger gently opposed; and (d) a schematic representation of Action-
types (Complementary/Imitative).
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by the out-group, once during Syn and once during JA. Overall, half of trials required
participants to perform a precision/power grip, equally distributed within the blocks.
In 33% of the clips, the avatar performed a movement correction (‘‘Correction’’ clips).
This condition was added in order to verify whether in JA participants performed
movement corrections in response to movement corrections observed in the avatar.
Finding corrections would demonstrate that in JA participants on-line adapt their
goals (and, consequently, their grips) to the avatar movements (possibly through
action prediction). Stimuli presentation and randomization were controlled by E-
Prime2 software (Psychology Software Tools Inc., Pittsburgh, PA). The SMART-D
software package (BjTjSj) was used to provide a 3-D reconstruction of the marker
positions as a function of time and to analyze hand kinematics.

Evaluation of the avatars. At the end of the experiment, participants were asked to rate
on a series of Visual Analogue Scales (VAS, 100 mm) different features of the clips
showing the avatars’ movements. In particular, participants rated the performance
achieved during the interaction with the in-group avatar (In-group
PERFORMANCE, ‘‘Was it easy to coordinate with Luca?’’, 100 5 very easy, 0 5 not
easy at all), and with the out-group avatar (Out-group PERFORMANCE, ‘‘Was it easy
to coordinate with Ibrahim?’’, 100 5 very easy, 0 5 not easy at all). Moreover, they
judged the realism of the avatar’s movements (REALISM, ‘‘Were the movements you
observed realistic?’’ 100 5 very realistic, 0 5 not realistic). Finally, participants were
asked whether they doubted the movements had been recorded from two different
individuals, ‘‘Luca and Ibrahim’’ (DOUBT, ‘‘Did you doubt the movements belonged
to two different people, namely Luca and Ibrahim?’’, 100 5 I doubted very much, 0 5
I did not doubt at all).

Data handling and design. Only correct trials were entered in the behavioural and
kinematics analyses, i.e. we excluded from the analyses trials in which participants i)
missed the touch-sensitive copper-plates and response was thus not recorded, ii)
made false-starts, or iii) did not respect their auditory instructions and thus grasped
the wrong part of the bottle-shaped object, i.e. incorrect trials (total percentage of
excluded trials 5 9.5 6 4.5%).

We analyzed as dependent measures:

1. Accuracy, i.e. percentage of movements executed according to trial instruc-
tions;

2. Reaction Times (RTs), i.e. time from the instant when participants heard the
auditory instruction to the instant they released the Start-button;

3. Grasping Asynchrony (GAsynchr), i.e. absolute value of time delay between
the participant’ and the avatar’s index-thumb contact-times on the bottle,
i.e. [abs (participant’s contact-time on the bottle – avatar’s contact-time on the
bottle)];

4. Maximum grip Aperture (MaxAp), i.e. the peak of index-thumb 3D
Euclidean distance measured during the reach-to-grasp phase. We selected
maximum grip aperture kinematics because it is sensitive to the ultimate
goal of the grasping and to the social context27–28,32,35–36,43. On the base of these
studies, we also expected precision grip trials would be more sensitive to
our in-/out-group manipulation than power grip ones. In particular, we
analyzed hand kinematics as an indirect index of the recruitment of
sensorimotor simulative mechanisms25–26. We were primarily interested in
the comparison between imitative and complementary actions as this com-
parison may index the extent to which individuals resort to the simulation
of the observed movement in order to smoothly coordinate with it. Indeed,
any variation in the kinematic pattern between imitative and complementary
actions that goes in the direction of making the participant’s movement
features more similar to the partner’s one is likely due to the involuntary
simulation of the partner’s action. For example, MaxAp should be larger in
complementary precision grips (i.e. when the participants are observing
the partner performing a large power grip) than in imitative ones (i.e. when the
participants are observing the partner performing a small precision grip).
Thus, we measured how the tendency to simulate the movements of a
partner (i.e. presence of a larger MaxAp in precision grips during comple-
mentary as compared to imitative actions) is modulated by task demands (JA
and Syn) and by the partner’s group membership (in-group/out-group).

For each of the above-mentioned measures we calculated the individual mean in
each condition, excluding each value that fell 2.5 SDs above or below each individual
mean for each experimental condition as outlier value (on average, 0.6 6 0.5% of total,
namely 3.5 6 3.2 trials).

Raw RTs, Accuracy, GAsynchr and MaxAp individual means were entered in
separate preliminary within-subject ANOVAs having Group (In-/Out-group) x
Action-type (Complementary/Imitative) x Correction (Correction/No-correction) x
Interaction-type (JA/Syn) x Grip-type (Power/Precision grip) as within subjects
factors (see Supplementary data). This analysis allowed to preliminarily explore
whether the human-avatar interactive scenario is a reliable proxy to human-human
joint actions in a controlled environment. We verified whether participants were truly
on-line adapting to the avatar’s movements during JA, as shown by Figure 2 (see also
Supplementary data for an extensive description of significant effects). Moreover, we
verified whether the Group factor had an effect on RTs and Accuracy, and suggest that
the lack of differences between In-group and Out-group interactions in both the
analyses on Accuracy and Reaction Times would indicate that Group modulations on
kinematics are unlikely to be accounted for by general perceptual/attentional factors
or by speed-accuracy trade-offs.

As to the in-group/out-group effect, we specifically aimed to investigate: i) whether
previous findings on the in-group/out-group modulation of sensorimotor simulation
evoked by the observation of others’ action/pain8–12 can be also measured in the
kinematics of face-to-face interactions, and ii) whether these modulations are selec-
tively linked to action prediction. Thus, our design allows us to explore three
important phenomena, namely: 1) the emergence of visuo-motor interference during
the interaction (indexed by the comparison between complementary and imitative
conditions), 2) the impact on participants’ behavior of the need to make reliable
predictions about the goal of the partner’s movements (indexed by comparison
between JA and Syn conditions); and 3) the in-group/out-group modulation of the
complementary/imitative x JA/Syn interaction.

We directly tested these phenomena by reducing the GAsynchr and the MaxAp
data based on the preliminary ANOVAs (i.e. taking into account the measures
that showed Group effects in the preliminary analyses on raw data) and dividing
the Complementary by the Imitative condition. All the results concerning these
indexes will thus represent visuo-motor interference effects. More specifically, we
wanted to directly test the impact of Group membership on visuo-motor inter-
ference between self-executed movements and those observed in the partner
during complementary actions, and whether this interference had an impact on
GAsynchr. Note that while the MaxAp captures visuo-motor interference in
kinematics, GAsynchr is necessary for checking whether in-group/out-group
modulation of interference had an impact on the ability to coordinate with the
avatar. Thus, we performed ANOVAs with Group (In-group/Out-group) x
Correction (Correction/No-correction) x Interaction-type (JA/Syn) x Grip-type
(Power/Precision) as within subjects factors. RTs and Accuracy of responses were
analysed only in their raw form as they did not show any group effect in the
preliminary analysis (see Supplementary data).

Finally, we planned to verify by means of a correlational approach whether any in-
group/out-group effects showed by the ANOVA would vary together with the indi-
vidual implicit in-group preference as measured by the IAT D-Score.

The level of significance was set at p 5 0.05. When appropriate, post-hoc tests were
performed using Newman-Keuls method.

Results
Evaluation of the avatars. Firstly, we verified how much realistic and
convincing the group of participants judged the avatar’s movements.
Results from a single-sample t-tests Bonferrori-corrected per
multiple comparisons (final significance threshold, p 5 0.05/2 5
.025) showed REALISM ratings were higher than 50%, which
would correspond to an intermediate judgment (50 mm) (mean
REALISM 5 68.9 6 24.6 mm, t(1,13) 5 2.87, pcorr 5 .026).
Conversely, DOUBT ratings (concerning whether in-/out-group
avatar acted with different kinematics) were lower than the
intermediate rating of 50% (50 mm) (mean DOUBT 5 8.00 6
21.5 mm, t(1,13) 5 27.30, pcorr , .001). With regard to
individuals’ judgments on their PERFORMANCE with the In-
group/Out-group avatar, results from a dependent-sample t-test
showed they did not differ (mean In-group PERFORMANCE 5
50.79 6 19.13 mm, mean Out-group PERFORMANCE 5 56.50 6
22.89 mm; t(1,13) 5 21.07, p 5 .30), indicating that (at an explicit
level) participants did not feel their performance depended on the
partner’s ethnic group.

The above mentioned results confirmed the assumption that par-
ticipants judged the avatar’s movements as realistic. Thus, we ana-
lyzed data from the human-avatar interaction as described in the
methods. Namely, we included avatar’s Group membership (In-
group/Out-group) as within subject factor in the ANOVA.

Interference effects during human-avatar interaction. In this
section we report only the results concerning the ratio between
Complementary and Imitative interactions in GAsynchr and
MaxAp in order to focus on visuo-motor interference effects (see
Supplementary data and Supplementary Tables S1 and S2 for the
analyses on raw Accuracy, RTs, GAsynchr and MaxAp). For the sake
of clarity, we separate the significant results linked to purely motor
effects, which did not include the factor Group and were thus not
linked to in-group/out-group modulations but rather depended on
task constraints (Non Group-related interference effects paragraph),
from in-group/out-group effects (Effects of Group membership
on visuo-motor interference and Correlation between Group member-
ship interference effects and racial bias paragraphs).
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Non Group-related interference effects. All non Group-related signifi-
cant results are reported in Table 1 and described below with ref-
erence to the significance of each post-hoc test.

GAsynchr. The ANOVA showed a significant main effect of
Correction (Correction/No-correction) and a significant Cor-
rection (Correction/No-correction) x Grip-type (Power/Precision)
interaction. Post-hoc analysis indicates interference was associated
to higher synchrony in No-correction-Power grips as compared to
the other conditions (all ps , .005). In particular, No-correction-
Power grips was the only condition in which participants achieved
higher synchrony in the Complementary condition with respect to
the Imitative one (mean value lower than one, p 5 .03). This indi-
cates that in the No-corrections-Power grip condition participants
found it easier to synchronize with an avatar performing a precision
grip (i.e. during complementary trials) vs. a power grip (i.e. during
imitative trials). Importantly, this effect was independent from the
partner’s in-group/out-group membership.

MaxAp. The ANOVA on MaxAp showed a significant main effect
of Interaction-type (Syn/JA) and an Interaction-type (Syn/JA) x Grip-
type (Power/Precision) significant interaction. Post-hoc tests indicate
that in Precision, but not in Power grips, interference was lower (i.e.
MaxAp was smaller) when the task required to synchronize in time

only (i.e. in Syn) with respect to when prediction of the avatar’s
goal was also required (i.e. in JA, all ps , .009). It is worth
noting that the mean value in this latter condition (JA-Precision
grip), however, was not significantly different than 1 (p 5 .08).
Instead, this effect was strongly modulated by the Group factor
(see in-group/out-group result section below).

Effects of Group membership on visuo-motor interference. GAsynchr.
No main effect nor interaction with the factor Group reached stat-
istical significance.

MaxAp. The ANOVA on MaxAp showed a significant Group
(in-group/out-group) x Interaction-type (JA/Syn) interaction
(F(1,13) 5 5.21, p 5 .04; partial g2 5 .29), and a significant
Group x Interaction-type x Grip-type interaction (F(1,13) 5 8.8,
p 5 .011, partial g2 5 .40). These interactions showed that visuo-
motor interference emerged only in JA, only when interacting
with the In-group avatar and only during Precision grips (all ps
# .001; JA–Precision grip–In-group vs. JA-Precision grip–Out-
group, d 5 .78). As a matter of fact, In-group–JA–Precision grip
was the only condition showing a Complementary/Imitative ratio
higher than 1 (single-sample one-tailed t-test, p 5 .009, see
Figure 3, left panel). This indicates that In-group–JA–Precision

Figure 2 | The graph illustrates the shape of grip aperture stereotypical patterns (taken from single tracks of one participant) and shows that in the JA
condition correction trials (THICK LINES) showed a similar shape compared to no-correction (DASHED LINES) trials until the closure phase, and
then they diverged, thus highlighting that participants on-line adapted to the avatar’s movement. Grip aperture data have been normalized on
movement time so that the abscissa reports percentages of movement. On the left panel, the kinematic profile of grip aperture in corrections from power
to precision grip (THICK LINE): it shows that the participant firstly opened the hand as to perform a power grip during the opening phase, e.g. their grip
aperture was similar to a power grip (see DASHED LINE in this panel), and then reduced the aperture so as to match the kinematics of a precision grip
during the closure phase (i.e. the final grip aperture is equal to the one of a precision grip, see dashed line in the right panel). Conversely, on the right panel,
the figure illustrates grip aperture data in corrections from precision to power grip (THICK LINE): it shows that participants firstly opened their hand as
to perform a precision grip, e.g. their grip aperture was similar to a precision grip (see DASHED LINE in this panel), and they then corrected their
movement until it matched the aperture of the power grip (i.e. the final grip aperture is equal to the one of a power grip, see dashed line in the left panel).

Table 1 | All Non Group-related significant effects in GAsynchr and MaxAp on the Complementary/Imitative ratio (i.e. index of interfer-

ence)

GAsynchr

Effect df F p Partial Eta-Squared

Main effect of Correction 1,13 6.48 .024 .33
Correction x Grip-type 1,13 12.53 .004 .49

MaxAp

Effect df F p Partial Eta-Squared

Main effect of Interaction-
type

1,13 14.41 .002 .52

Interaction-type x Grip-
type

1,13 6.76 .02 .34
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grip was the only condition in which visuo-motor interference
emerged.

Correlation between Group membership interference effects and racial
bias. In order to test whether the modulation of visuo-motor inter-
ference effects described above was linked to individual racial pre-
judices, we computed an index of visuo-motor interference with the
In-group vs. Out-group partner. This index was obtained by sub-
tracting for each participant the Out-Group from In-group interfer-
ence effects (i.e. the Complementary/Imitative ratio in JA-Precision
grip), and it was correlated with individual IAT D-scores.

The analysis showed a highly significant positive correlation (r 5
.67, p 5 .012; see Figure 3, right panel), indicating the higher the IAT
D-score, the greater was the difference between visuo-motor inter-
ference with the In-group partner as compared to with the Out-
group. This suggests that the categorization of the partner as an
In-group/Out-group individual had an impact on visuo-motor inter-
ference. More specifically, visuo-motor interference on kinematics in
JA conditions was higher for In-group than Out-group interactions
only in participants with stronger group bias (see Figure 3, right
panel). Note that analysis of Cook’s distances revealed one particip-
ant as an outlier. Thus, the correlation analyses were performed on 13
out of the 14 participants.

Discussion
Humans are extremely prone to classify others according to ‘‘Us vs.
Them’’ categories3,44. Race represents a powerful cue to group mem-
bership, especially in the absence of other affiliation factors. In the
present study, we expanded previous findings on the effect of racial
membership in modulating the sensorimotor simulation triggered by
observation of others’ sensorimotor states by exploring i) whether
face-to-face interactions with in-group vs. out-group individuals
modulate specific kinematics features, and ii) whether these modula-
tions are selectively linked to action prediction. One main result is
that during face-to-face complementary motor interactions the
social categorisation of virtual partners as in-group/out-group mem-
bers modulates the recruitment of sensorimotor simulation of the
partner’s movements as indirectly indexed by visuo-motor interfer-
ence. Moreover, this modulation is specific for conditions where
making predictions about the partner’s actions goals is required
(i.e. in JA). Tellingly, this in-group/out-group modulation of simu-
lation (as indexed by visuo-motor interference) strongly correlates

with the individual degree of implicit in-group/out-group racial bias
as measured by the Implicit Association Test.

The analysis of kinematics allowed us to monitor participants’
behaviour during the interaction and verify whether they were
on-line adapting to the avatar’s movements, thus validating
human-avatar interactive scenario as a reliable proxy to human-
human joint actions in a controlled environment (see Figure 2,
Supplementary data and Supplementary Fig. S1).

Results on maximum grip Aperture showed visuo-motor interfer-
ence effects25 between self-executed actions and those observed in the
partner emerged only during JA, and, crucially, only when interact-
ing with an In-group avatar. That visuo-motor interference was
evident during JA only highlights the close link between action simu-
lation and action prediction and the subtle differences between these
two processes20–23: indeed, sensorimotor simulation (indirectly
indexed by visuo-motor interference) was recruited only when par-
ticipants needed to predict the goals of the partner’s movements in
order to adapt to them, i.e. in JA. This evidence also extend previous
studies showing that activity of the so-called fronto-parietal ‘‘mirror’’
network7 is recruited during the execution of complementary joint
actions45 and that the observation of actions requiring a comple-
mentary response triggers ‘‘mirror’’ simulation of the observed
actions before a complementary response is performed46. Finally,
in-group/out-group modulation of visuo-motor interference was
shown in precision grip kinematics only. This is in line with studies
showing that an agent’s goal27,28 and an agent’s communicative inten-
tion specifically modulate precision but not power grip aperture47.
This might be linked to evidence that functional connections
between motor and premotor cortices during grasping are strong
in precision and absent in power grip34 indicating fine-tuned on-line
control of movement execution is required more in the former than
in the latter. It is worth noting that during power grip contact points
of the finger on the grasped object are also modulated by the agent’s
goal (see for instance48). As in our task contact points on the bottle
were predetermined, they were not taken into consideration. Thus,
significant effects were expected to emerge in precision grip only.

Being involved in complementary actions during JA influenced
participants’ movement execution only when interacting with an In-
group avatar. Importantly, participants were able to achieve a com-
parable level of performance interacting with either the in-group or
out-group partner. This is suggested by the analysis of GAsynchr
which indicates that the in-group/out-group modulation of visuo-

Figure 3 | On the left: the analyses of visuo-motor interference on MaxAp data (interference index obtained dividing Complementary/Imitative trails).
The graph shows the Partner x Interaction-type x Grip-type significant interaction (F(1,13) 5 8.8, p 5 .011, partial g2 5 .4) indicating that visuo-
motor interference effects emerged only in Precision grips during JA interactions with the In-group. Error bars indicate s.e.m. (***) p , .001. On the
right: the highly significant positive correlation (r 5 .67, p 5 .012) indicates that the difference between visuo-motor interference (Complementary/
Imitative MaxAp, mm/mm) emerged with the In-group as compared to with the Out-group partner [(In-group visuo-motor interference) – (Out-group
visuo-motor interference)] was higher in the participants with stronger bias.
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motor interference was not paralleled by an analogue in-group/out-
group effect in interpersonal coordination performance. Thus,
embodied sensorimotor simulation (as indirectly indexed here by
visuo-motor interference) might be just one of the possible mechan-
isms leading to achieve interpersonal coordination. However, it
might have a social connotation, as it might be a sign of perceived
affiliation between interactive partners. That on-line adaptation to
the partner’s movement during corrections was equal with the In-
group and with the Out-group partner (see Figure 2, Supplementary
data and Supplementary Fig. S1) suggests racial bias does not lead to
a general impairment in the ability to on-line coordinate with others
but have a specific impact on sensorimotor simulation recruitment as
indexed by visuo-motor interference. As suggested by Schmader
and colleagues49, stereotypes might impact on performance (e.g. on
athletic performance, see for instance50) through a modulation
of working memory and of monitoring/prefrontal functioning.
However, the purely sensory-motor nature of the visuo-motor inter-
ference effect described here rules out that such a general cause might
have an impact on performance in the present case. Furthermore, the
absence of in-group/out-group differences in accuracy and reaction
times (see Supplementary data) also suggests that visuo-motor inter-
ference may not be accounted for by non-specific motivational/
attentional factors. On the contrary, the significant effects emerged
from MaxAp analyses suggest that during face-to-face joint actions
racial stereotypes likely modulate the degree of sensorimotor simu-
lation that may be crucial for automatically reading the partner’s
movements. Such simulation might be the basic mechanism that
allows inter-individuals alignment in everyday life interactions (see
also ref. 51). Accordingly, unconscious mimicry of others’ postures
and mannerisms during interactions52 may have the social scope of
promoting affiliation53–55. Conversely, it has been suggested that the
voluntary mimicry of out-group members may reduce racial bias56.
Tellingly, the reduction of self-other distinction induced by body
ownership illusions may also be an effective way to change and
reduce negative implicit attitudes towards out-groups5–6; further
research is needed to investigate whether the reinforcement of social
bonds that arise during motor interactions43 might exert the same
powerful modulation.

In conclusion, visuo-motor interference evoked by the observation
of a partner’s movements during face-to-face motor interactions is
modulated by the partner’s in-group/out-group membership. More
specifically, our results suggest that embodied simulation might be
shaped by cultural inter-individual differences10–12,17, since the in-
group/out-group modulation of interactive kinematics varies
according to individuals’ racial bias. Although the absence of
visuo-motor interference during interactions with the Out-group is
reminiscent of the modulation exerted by racial bias on mirror-like
responses in others’ action and pain observation8–12, our results show
that visuo-motor interference (and its in-group/out-group modu-
lation) arises only when participants need to predict the partner’s
movements in order to adapt to them. Thus, our study suggests a
close link between motor simulation and action prediction in inter-
active contexts20,23–24. Moreover, we expand previous studies on the
impact of social variables on joint-action kinematics32,43,57: by high-
lighting that visuo-motor interference with the in-group partner was
higher in biased participants only, our results indirectly suggest that
the recruitment of predictive sensorimotor simulation during joint
action might constitute the marker of perceived affiliation between
interactive partners. Consequently, socially biased interactions
might be rooted in a modulation of low-level sensorimotor mechan-
isms and indexed by movement kinematics.
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